SEIGA AMPHIBIOUS REED HARVESTER

Model: PELIKAN M

DO NOT LEAVE WHEEL-TRACKS
DO NOT SPOIL VEGETATION

Mastering any terrain including floating islands

GROUND PRESSURE
40 gr per sqrcm.

SPECIFICATION

Length: 4.60 m
Width: 3.35 m
Height: 2.10 m

Cutting height (hyd. adjustable) 60-600 mm
Cutting width: 1.520 mm
Operational speeds: 5 or 10 km/h
Capacity (theoretically): 1/2 - 1 ha/h

Mechanical rear-wheel-drive
Hydraulic front-wheel-steering

Motor: VW Industry Type 126A
Tyres: SEIGA Special Low Pressure
Weight: 1.250 kg

Enquiries to: ROBERT TRILLO LIMITED, BROADLANDS, BROCKENHURST, HAMPSHIRE, ENGLAND.

A/S SEIGA HARVESTER COMPANY LTD. Tel: 05902 2220.

SCT. THOMAS ALLE 15, - COPENHAGEN - DENMARK
TELEPHONE: EVA 3015 - TELEGRAM: SEIGAFAV